Eurotech wins multiple awards at IoT Evolution Expo
Eurotech Receives Business Impact Award and Two Best of Show Awards

AMARO (Italy), February 11th, 2016 – Eurotech, a leading provider of smart devices and Machine-to-Machine
(M2M) technologies enabling Internet of Things (IoT) applications, today announced they received three honors at
the IoT Evolution Expo from TMC and Crossfire Media. Eurotech was awarded with the IoT Evolution Business
Impact Award and with two Best of Show awards: Best Fog/Edge Computing Solution and Best IoT Use Case/Full
Stack Implementation of the Year and.
Eurotech was nominated for the IoT Evolution Business Impact Award by Red Hat for the Eurotech IoT
implementation with TEB, a tramways operator in Italy. The TEB implementation uses Eurotech’s Everyware
Device Cloud including Red Hat JBoss A-MQ as a message broker to facilitate data delivery from the mobile
devices installed on the trams and to the data center for analysis.
"The IoT Evolution Expo Awards are new this year, and we judged exhibitors based on creativity and technological
innovation," said Ken Briodagh, Judge and Editorial Director, IoT Evolution World. "The IoT industry needed a set of
awards to recognize great work, and Eurotech fit the bill. We are pleased they earned these prestigious awards
among their peers and look forward to seeing the entries to the Awards at IoT Evolution Expo West in Las Vegas
this July."
The Best of Show – Best Fog/Edge Computing Solution was given to the exhibitor with a solution that was best
able to bring the technology from simple analytics to actionable intelligence and automated services. Eurotech
Multi Service IoT Gateways close the gap between devices in the field and the Everyware Cloud IoT Integration
Platform, where data is collected, stored and manipulated by business applications.
The Best of Show – Best IoT Use Case/Full Stack Implementation of the Year was given to the company that best
exemplified the IoT industry and moved the industry as a whole forward in terms of technology, media attention,
scope and societal improvement. Eurotech offers customers a complete stack including the Everyware Software
Framework (ESF) on the hardware and the Everyware Cloud to easily connect and enable devices to deliver
actionable data.
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About Eurotech
Eurotech (ETH:IM) is a global company that designs, creates and delivers full Internet of Things solutions, including
services, software and hardware to leading systems integrators and enterprises large and small. With Eurotech
solutions in place, clients have access to the latest open source and standardized software stacks, flexible and
rugged multi-service gateways and sophisticated sensors to bring actionable data from the field into business
operations. Working with world-class ecosystem partners, Eurotech delivers on the promise of the Internet of
Things either from end to end, or with best in class building blocks, including device and data management,
connectivity and communication platform, intelligent edge devices and smart objects following business models
that fit today’s business world. Learn more about Eurotech at www.eurotech.com

About Crossfire Media and TMC
Crossfire Media is an integrated marketing company with a core focus on future trends in technology. We service
communities of interest with conferences, tradeshows, webinars and newsletters. Crossfire Media has a
partnership with Technology Marketing Corporation (TMC) to produce events and websites related to disruptive
technologies. Crossfire Media is a division of Crossfire Consulting, a full service Information Technology company
based in New York. For more information about TMC please visit www.tmcnet.com
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